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What's New

Check out the latest stories!

App Dev with APEX & MLE
Fast-start your app dev with APEX, MLE and Docker.

Proxy with the JS Fetch API
Read this blog to know about using proxy server for API.

Read More!
From the Desk of the Editor

Wishing all our readers a very happy new year, 2024!

Here is the first edition of the App Dev newsletter for 2024. This is our chance to highlight the latest stories to keep you updated on-the-go.

We love to have your feedback and what else you want to be included in this newsletter. You can always email us with feedback, suggestions, comments, and corrections at: suresh.r.rajan@oracle.com and priya.p.sharma@oracle.com.

Top Stories!

Using faker-js
Using faker-js to generate test data

Oracle Linux
Oracle Linux: 2023 in Review

CASE in SQL
CASE expressions in Oracle SQL

Developer Quiz

Question

Which of the following are analytic functions that assign (not necessarily unique) row numbers starting with one (independent of the sort key)?

1. sum
2. rank
3. dense_rank
4. row_number
5. match_recognize

Oracle APEX News!
Oracle APEX Wins InfoWorld Technology of the Year 2023 Award for Software Development Platform!

We are thrilled to announce that based on current capabilities and vision, Oracle APEX was awarded InfoWorld's Technology of the Year 2023 award for Software Development Platforms.

Read More!

Modernizing Payroll Oracle Forms' Solution Using Low Code – A Customer Story

Oracle APEX Webcast

Join this live webcast on February 13th, to learn how within 18 months, Humanic transitioned its development team from Oracle Forms, Reports, and Discoverer to Oracle APEX development while reducing development time by 35%.

Register Now!

Have you enrolled in the Oracle APEX Developer Professional learning path yet?

Oracle APEX Trainings!

Dive deeper into the exciting world of low-code application development with Oracle APEX. Learn complete application development in detail, specially designed and developed by the Oracle APEX product team. Along with learning the concepts in theory, indulge in practical learning with the Hands-on-Labs.

Enroll Now!

Upcoming Events!

Here are the upcoming events and conferences you might be interested in joining.
RMoug Training Days 2024
February 8-9, 2024 | Lowry Conference Center, Denver, CO.
Register Today!

APEX World 2024
The 14th APEX World is scheduled on March 21-22.
Register Today!

Ask Tom Events!

- Oracle DB 23c JSON Relational Duality, February 01st
- DBSAT 3.0, February 06th
- JSON in Oracle DB, February 13th
- Oracle DB 23c Operational Property Graph, February 15th
- Write Great SQL, February 20th
- AI with Visual Builder, February 27th
- APEX - JAPAC, February 29th

Learn more... for free!

Build Expertise with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on Oracle LiveLabs.

Learn, Write, and Share SQL at Oracle's interactive Live SQL site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database.

Build Muscles at Oracle Dev Gym by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.

SQuizL, have fun and solve SQL quizzes.

Useful links to keep your skills sharp!
Blog: Oracle Developers | Oracle Database Insider | Oracle Cloud Infrastructure | Oracle APEX

Videos: Oracle's Database Product Management YouTube channel

Websites: Oracle Database | Oracle Autonomous Database | Oracle Developer Resource Center | Oracle Developer Tutorials

Subscribe/Unsubscribe to the App Dev Newsletter

Click below to subscribe or unsubscribe to the App Dev Newsletter:

Subscribe
Unsubscribe

Quiz Answers: 2, 3, and 4

Stay Connected